Housing System for Lighting

Change
more

than
just the
light.
It is amazing how lighting can change
the whole atmosphere in a room.
With LivinLIGHT from Ultraframe there is no restriction to the style of light that
can be fitted in your conservatory, Loggia or glass extension. LivinLIGHT boasts
a patented configurable, insulated electrical housing system for easy installation
and an enhanced lighting style. It will also improve heat retention in the Winter!

Breathe life into your
conservatory or glazed
extension with the
Livin LIGHT from Ultraframe

Lighting doesn’t just enhance a room; it can redeﬁne the look and feel of your entire interior
design. A well lit room helps you do all the things you love, whether it’s reading a book or
setting the mood for relaxation or a family get together.
LivinLIGHT adds an insulated electrical housing system to the centre ridge
under-cladding of a glazed roof (or where the roof meets the house wall on
a Lean-to style conservatory or extension). This enables you to install lights in
places where you otherwise wouldn’t be able to; giving your glazed extension
a more ‘roomlike’ feel.
Furthermore, the LivinLIGHT addresses one of the main heat loss areas in a
glazed extension, helping your room to remain warm and more thermally
efﬁcient.
LivinLIGHT can incorporate many different types of lighting from spots and rail
lights to pendants or chandeliers.
Bring the Room to life by painting the LivinLIGHT to match your décor and
furniture or leave it white to emulate a ceiling. Paint the LivinLIGHT a neutral
colour for a relaxing ambiance or make a statement using a bold colour and
contemporary lighting… the choice is yours!
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